The pandemic revealed an abyss between personal experience and objective reality. It made evident the urgency of a change in how we approach problems
and phenomena by reducing the gap between our subjective reality and the
world. Furthemore, it revealed the importance of empowering individuals to
contribute from their own experience to the scouting of alternative solutions.
Traditional models of research have shown the inequality between members of
the society in the construction of knowledge. This approach is based on interdisciplinarity and complexity.
To see the background and foreground of something means two attention processes: focal and global and understanding the interdependence of both. Also, it
implies a picture of the whole. Taking this into account, this is an exploration
guide for complex environments that aims to produce relations between concepts and subjects (and disciplines) and the creation of networks of experiences.
This will therefore achieve a scenario where all members of our society can exchange perspectives and improve the experience of the world in a more participatory way.
This toolbox uses narrative and storytelling as a methodology to produce alternative stories, to give all the participants a clear understanding and representation in the context that is being studied. It also acknowledges difference and
multiple perspectives.

How does this guide allow us to
empower different individuals to
reduce inequalities in knowledge
generation?

On one hand, it proposes an innovative and creative strategy to approach
research spaces, enhancing a more equal interaction between subjects
and concepts. On the other, it has a pedagogical quality since this toolbox
centers on research capabilities, proposing a new methodological model
that can be used, not only in curriculums, but in professional activities in
order to collaborate in the production of alternatives to different situations,
through the concept of storytelling and narrative. Traditional research
works on the base of existing knowledge, because it centers on the verification of the explanations and characteristics of the real. The aim of this
project is to unveil the nature of the potential: it is not about a fixed reality,
but the possibilities of that reality. With this tool everyone participating will
have the same status as the rest, reducing inequalities and recognising the
importance of everyone’s role in the process.
Complex environments are the new contemporary reality of work for all
professionals. Then, interdisciplinary platforms and network management
are required to approach our continuously changing habitability. Nowadays, it is not only necessary to generate knowledge about our reality, but
to produce knowledge of what does not yet exist, in order to promote a
more flexible, and hands-on community that could encourage the continuous transformation of our world. This means that if we acknowledge the
networked nature of our present, we can render visible the connections between things and whilst seeing them we can incide or interact with them.
This is a “human experience centered research”, that improves individual
engagement with complex situations to produce powerful dynamics and
better decision-making processes. In normal environments of research,
people find it hard to understand each other, because of their differences in
vocabulary and methodologies. This proposal produces a better exchange of
views, improving understanding and forms of participation through the introduction of a new type of data in the equation, the sensible data, connecting our senses in a deeper way than qualitative or quantitative data. Also,
this reduces misinformation because it is created to empower true narratives and understand them.
This type of data was invisible to the research world, because experience
was always translated to what is possible to say. But, in “Background and
foreground” the things that couldn’t be expressed, can now be understood

in connection with our values and needs. This process implies the recognition of a context of experience combining different types of data, traducing
it in manifestations of the invisible. This understanding of values will be
mediated by representations of it in a period of time, making grabbable the
meanings and prioritizing processes of values implicit in the behavior of
individuals.
In order to envision the possibilities and produce a more hands-on experience, this guide proposes to start with the definition of a scope to act. That
means, it is not focusing on setting a project goal, but a scope, a possible
breadth of your actions in the specific situation. In other words, a recognition of the available resources to produce the possible action. The results
of the research will not be known upfront, but there has to be chaos to
produce order. The participant has to dive into the situation with an open
mind and start exploring, in order to determine the brief for the project.
This perspective encourages all users, not to think about a solution, but
to think how to live with this situation or condition. This tool is not about
finding solutions but discovering alternatives.
Approaches to problems stay linear and based on established processes,
being evidence that traditional models of knowledge normally interfere in
equality. The methodology of this toolbox is based on “research-creation”.
This methodology could propose a different and dynamic way to prepare
students of all disciplines to learn how to relate with their contexts in order
to develop themselves in a changing world. This guide, not to stay in the
stage of understanding reality, but to search and find ways to build environments with the potential to develop and maintain it hospitable to life.
This possibility is attached to expectations of a population guided by their
values, goals and contexts, that contribute to the subjective life satisfaction
of each one.
We present a toolbox to guide creative development in research in an open
and rhizomatic approach, that allows each project to evolve according to its
conditions and emerging outputs. It is not a recipe, but thousands of recipes to structure how to approach from the senses and experiences to specific context. This material is based on adaptation, resilience, and habitability,
transforming the experience of the environments. In other words, this is a
method based on praxis, so it is not about reading or interpreting the environment, but about transforming it.

The guide

“Background and foreground” has two
components: Background: invoking
chaos where the data will be produced by
answering 5 questions and Foreground:
emerging stories as the place where the
narrative is created. These components
present joints too, that allow the communication flow between them.
Inspired by the “Oblique Strategies” from
Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt (1975), our
guide presents a map with multiple possibilities synthesized in cards that detonate the search of different types of data
focusing on the encounter of relations and
articulations to produce new experiences.
This process is dynamic, iterative and ongoing. In every stage you will find instruments to organize and summarise your
findings and take an overview of the evolution of the project in a concise way.

Part 1: Background:
invoking chaos
As a compass, this toolbox uses the reasoned intuition of each individual or group of individuals. In this first component every participant will
construct an archive of inputs related to the specific situation the project wants to approach. With a consensual ambit of action between participants, this stage aims to scout for subjects, skills, fears, scanning
manifestations of values and needs expressed in all types of data. This
information could explain an evolution of mediations that represent human behavior, and can be developed by every method of collecting data,
so everyone has the opportunity to use their own method, but with the
goal of detecting signs to detone reflections and possibilities in the unit of
adoption or context of study.
The only way to find new things is to set up chaos. This is why affect theory takes place in order to understand the influences of the different forces
of the originator and the context that will produce directions of transforming the creation. This process will create coherent narratives

Part 2: Foreground:
emerging stories
This stage pushes the group of individuals to be conscious of their own
point of view and their abilities to approach the situation, which remarks
their way of synthesizing. This component makes it possible to understand the spots in possible actions into the group of persons that works on
it. This stage establishes connections between signs, uncovering possibilities into the meaningful clusters. This will help you to observe not only
from the third-person perspective, but also your own perspective, giving
meaning to your own observations and experiences to reveal the possibilities, that will be validated in the evolution of the creation.
This stage implies to communicate with others about the reflections detonated by the background. Finding relevance in the possibilities. Take into
consideration that maybe you need to translate it in different tones and
mediations in order to accomplish the wanted level of interaction.
The final stage allows us to implement new signs in the produced mediation. This is where the narrative emerges.
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